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Item Feature Benefit

Advanced Fuzzy Matching Find Records fast through fuzzy matching 

logic Eg. Bob/Robert/Rob

Find more duplicates to present for 

review

Library of Transforms Choose from a library of data transforms 

including (normalizing/ 

excluding/elaborating/abbreviate)

Increase the number of matches from 

incorrectly inputted data

International Capabilities Multiple Phontetic algorithms with DQ 

Fonetix™ covering 5 spoken lanaguages

(EN, DE, FR, IT, ES) for advanced 

linguistic planning

Better matching with less false positives 

to review

Automation Matching, best record detection, best 

field detection and scheduled merging 

through definable rules-based logic 

Allows you to automate the process and 

spend time on other more important 

tasks.

Scheduling Pre-define appropriate times to run 

match sessions

Returns duplicate records for review at a 

time that suits you

Workflows Link session to run in a workflow Automate the process and humanize the 

exceptions (remove duplicates that don’t 

need reviewing and only bring back 

duplicates that need further review

Match Scoring Select a match threshold to define which 

records you would like to return for 

review 

Be confident in the records you have 

returned from matching

Across entity Deduplication De-duplicate from lead to 

contact/account entities

Be confident you are managing your 

lead entity to improve trust in your data

Cross entity Deduplication De-duplicate within an entity from one 

view to another

Prevent newly imported data duplication

Related entity Deduplication De-duplicate related entities to remove 

duplicate data 

Manage and maintain entity 

relationships to ensure you have a 

complete truthful Single Customer View 

(SVC)

Record Linking Link records that are legitimate duplicate 

records to create a relationship between 

parent and child records

Manage and maintain complete clarity 

on account and contact record 

relationships 

Manual Tag of multiple records Manually tag records and bring them to a 

multi-record review screen 

Better manage duplicates to provide far 

more power than the out of the box 

dynamics functionality
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Item Feature Benefit

Advanced Audit Module Track all changes made to the master 

record, along with all data values that 

have moved from duplicate records

Provides complete clarity on the selection, re-

assignment and merging of records so you can track 

the changes made to your CRM
Productivity/Configurability Re-useable session templates Saves time when defining sessions and configuration

Multi-user review/ User permissions Process duplicates faster and with complete 

ownership and traceability across multiple data 

stewards
Filtered Views Run sub-sets of data to target a smaller/more 

specific audience

Flexible match session definition Control is handed to admin users who can define 

match rules which specifically suit their specific 

needs
Review Multiple duplicate records Increased visibility as any data can be made 

available for review

Easy configuration process 5 easy steps to find and better manage your 

duplicates in your CRM

Online Wiki resource Vast wealth of knowledge on how to configure 

sessions and run P&M effectively and efficiently

Helped over 700+ companies improve 

the quality of their data

We provide one to one training which allows for 

unique tailored training to help with the challenges 

that you might be facing
Accounts/contacts and leads including 

any custom entity

Users can manage the process of deduplication by 

entity for managed data re-assignment and data 

integrity
Automation of update, deactivation and 

re-assignment 

Peace of mind that data is correctly updated to 

create a master (golden) record, duplicates are de-

activated and all data linked to duplicates are re-

assigned to the surviving master record
Data normalizations for better matching 

across 13 types of data

Better matching through transforming data to a 

common form

Search (Q2 2020) Point of Entry Capture of duplicate 

records

Be sure to maintain trust in your data through 

advanced search logic

Cleanse (Q3 2020) Cleanse records from within Perfect & 

Merge

Provides certainty that is fit for business. Correctly 

formatted, valid and standardized


